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Inclusion 
Activity:
Pair Share

 Thinking about the Day 5 Training and Social 
Emotional Learning Skills Foundations…

 Find a standing partner

 Introduce yourself

 Share a rationale for teaching and developing social 
emotional learning skills at your grade level.



Outcomes

 Gain Tools and Strategies for teaching targeted 
Social Skills Instruction groups.

 Review Evidence-based Social Skills Instruction 
Curriculum and practices

 Review the Zones of Regulation Curriculum and 
Practice Activities

 Review the Expect Respect Bully Prevention 
Strategy

 Explore the use of Community Circles as a T2 
Targeted Intervention

 Practice a Community Circle for Bullying

 Circle Planning Tool



Agenda

 Review accommodations for the Check-in/Check-
out strategy

 Skillstreaming Social Skills Instruction Group Role 
Play

 Zones of Regulation Curriculum and Activities

 Expect Respect Bully Prevention Curriculum

 Community Circle for Bully Prevention
 Circle Planning Tool



Social Skills 
Instructional 
Groups
Taking a Closer Look



How?... The 
Same Process 
for teaching 
Social Emotional 
Behavior as used 
for academics

BE CONSISTENT

DEFINE

(TELL)

Simplify

MODEL

(SHOW)

PRACTICE

In setting
MONITOR

ADJUST

(RETEACH)

For 

efficiency



Steps in 
Teaching 
Social Skills:

1. Define the Skill

2. Model the Skill

3. Conduct the Role-Play

4. Provide Performance 
Feedback

5. Transfer the Skill



Step One: 
Define the 
Skill

• Introduce the skill that will be 
taught through questioning and 
discussion.

• Establish Need and Context
• This is brief—no long lectures!

• Example:  
• Today we will be discussing … 

How might this skill be useful to 
you?  In what context?



Step 2: 
Model the 
Skill

Learning by Imitation
◦Observational Learning
Learn by observing others—

mostly peers

Social Learning Theory 
suggests that mastery is 
increased when social 
skills are modeled with a 
positive outcome.



Step 3:
Set-Up, and 
Conduct the 
Role-Play

oEstablish norms, roles, and 
responsibilities

oChoose players

oSelect observers



Step 4: 
Provide 
Performanc
e Feedback

 Provide reinforcement only after role-plays that 
follow the behavioral steps

 Reinforce everyone involved in the role-play

 If role-play deviates from behavioral steps, 
reinforce “trying,” but re-teach the steps



Step 5: 
Assign Skill 
Homework

 Try steps in real life settings

 Start with school environment

 Start with relatively simple assignments (lower 
stress situations)

 Teacher and student decide when, how, and with 
whom



Structure 
Role 
Plays for 
Success

 Always Model a Positive Outcome

 Start with lower level skills and work up

 Stress one skill at a time

 Do not allow one student to take up all 
the time

 Allow for down time- saturation 

 Not everyone feels comfortable
 Allow for some spectator behavior

 Don’t force them to speak



Social Skills 
Instruction: 
Demonstratio
n and Guided 
Practice

 Divide into small groups of 4-6

 Select a Social Skill that your students are 
struggling with (or use Skillstreaming Cards)

 Choose roles (Instructors/Models, role players, 
observers)

 Models introduce skill 

 Practice role play 

 Observers provide feedback



Keys for 
Lesson 
Planning

Scripted lessons
 Determine:

 Who will teach the lessons?

 How far apart the lessons will be 
taught?

 Skilled Facilitation is important
 Make the role plays realistic.  If 

scenarios are trivial or not congruent 
with how students interact with one 
another when no adults are present, 
they will think the program is silly.  
Be provocative; students must be 
actively engaged
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Understanding Types of Groups
Monitor Data, Select Practice, Install Systems

B
a

si
c

C
o
m

p
le

x

• Behavior– Core 

Curriculum taught 

by teacher daily to 

all

• Small group taught 

inside classroom 

weekly by teacher 

or support teacher

• Self-management 

cards for some 

students

• Pro-Social Skills-

Core SEL 

curriculum 

• Taught by range 

of staff with 

teaching 

background

• Outside of the 

Classroom

• 2/week

• Coping Skills-

pulled from SEL 

curriculum

• Add emotional 

regulation feature

• Taught by staff 

with technical 

skills

• Inside of the 

Classroom

• 2/week

• Coping Power

• Taught by Staff 

with advanced 

technical skills

• Outside of the 

Classroom

• Daily

REMEMBER to Consider:  structure, skills taught, staff skills, location, and frequency

Matched to student need with instructional focus, skilled staff (i.e. group dynamics, 

content, behavior science, clinical)



Adapting the CICO 
DPR for Students 
with Internalizing 
Behaviors



Daily Progress Report (DPR) Sample
NAME:______________________  DATE:__________________

EXPECTATIONS
1st block 2nd block 3rd block 4th block 5th block 6th block 7th block

Be Safe 2      1      0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0

Be Respectful 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0

Be Responsible 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0

Total Points

Teacher Initials

“Social & Academic 

Instructional 

Groups”
(sample coping skills group)

Label feeling

Use deep breathing 

Use calm words with  

peers

Let teacher know 

feeling temperature if 

above yellow



Daily Progress Report (DPR) Sample
NAME:______________________  DATE:__________________

Teachers please indicate YES (2), SO-SO (1), or NO (0) regarding the student’s achievement
in relation to the following sets of expectations/behaviors.

EXPECTATIONS

1 st block 2 nd block 3 rd block 4 th block

Be Safe 2      1      0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0

Be Respectful 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0

Be Responsible 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0 2        1        0

Total Points

Teacher Initials

Adapted from Grant Middle School STAR CLUB

Adapted from Responding to Problem Behavior in Schools: The Behavior Education Program by Crone, Horner, and Hawken

“Tier 3 Plan with 

Trauma-Informed 

Strategy”

SOS (slow down, 

orient, self-check)

Use mindfulness

Distract & Self-

Soothe

Let ‘M Go

Make A Link

Make Meaning



Zones of 
Regulation

Helping students with self regulation and stress 
management



What are the 
Zones?

 Framework to teach students self-regulation

 Categorizes complex feelings into state

 Provides strategies to help move between zones

 Four colored zones: BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, RED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHKQHkoWNyU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHKQHkoWNyU


Zones and 
Traffic Light

 Green:  “Good to go!”

 Yellow:  Caution…Slow down.

 Red: “Stop and regain control”

 Blue:  “Rest area…need to recharge”



Green Zone



The Green Zone is used to describe a calm state of 
alertness. A person may be described as happy, 
focused, content, or ready to learn when in the 
Green Zone. This is the zone where optimal 
learning occurs. 

 Characteristics:

 Calm

 Happy

 Focused

 Content

 Shows control 



Yellow Zone



The Yellow Zone is also used to describe a 
heightened state of alertness and elevated 
emotions; however, one has some control when 
they are in the Yellow Zone.

 Characteristics:
 Stress

 Frustration

 Anxiety

 Nervousness

 Losing some control 



Red Zone

 The Red Zone is used to describe extremely 
heightened states of alertness and intense 
emotions.

 Characteristics: 
 Intense Feelings

 Anger

 Panic 

 Rage

 Out of Control 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWEQsD973OU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWEQsD973OU


Blue Zone



The Blue Zone is used to describe low states of 
alertness and down feelings, such as when one 
feels sad, tired, sick, or bored. 

 Characteristics:

 Low state of alertness

 Sad

 Tired

 Sick

 Moving Sluggishly 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8h_6uV7Yzs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8h_6uV7Yzs


Important to 
Note

Everyone experiences ALL zones at 
some point.

Easy to point out yellow or red.

Positively reinforce Green Zone.

Simple acknowledgements are helpful .



Zones 
Activities

 Find a partner from another school.

 Introduce yourself, and describe what zone you are 
in today.

 What is a strategy that you have used to move 
from...

 Yellow to Green

 Red to Yellow

 Blue to Green

 Out of Yellow

 Pick 1-2 of the Zones Scenarios and discuss…
 Which zone would I be in?



Bully Prevention
And PBIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILKT-3U6c9I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILKT-3U6c9I


Big idea: 
5 Goals to 
address Bully 
Behavior

Goal 1

• Establish positive, predictable, consistent, rewarding school 
culture for all across all settings

Goal 2

• Teach social skills that work at least as well as or better than 
problem behavior

Goal 3

• Respond to nonresponsive behavior positively & differently, 
rather than reactively & more of same

Goal 4

• Actively supervise & precorrect for problem behaviors & 
settings, especially nonclassroom

Goal 5

• Individualize support based on responsiveness & effect



Expect 
Respect 
Curriculum

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM6cNgL_IsQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM6cNgL_IsQ


Expect 
Respect: 
Critical 

Features

Reduce Bully 
Behavior

Recipient 
Behavior, 

Perpetrator 
Behavior, 

Bystander 
Behavior

Adult 
Behavior

Skills Taught

Stop 
Strategy

Stopping 
Strategy

Seeking 
Support 
Strategy

Adult 
Coaching 
Strategy



“Stop”
Strategy

 If someone treats you or someone else in 
a way that feels disrespectful: 

1. Use the school-wide “stop phrase.” 

2. If the person stops, say “cool” or “OK” and move 
on with your day 

3. If the person does not stop, decide whether to 
ignore the person or seek support. 

4. If you decide to ignore, don’t look at or talk to 
that person. If you decide to seek support, select 
a school adult to approach and ask for support. 



Bystander 
Strategy

 If you observe someone using the stop strategy, 
and the perpetrator doesn’t stop, do one or all of 
the following three things: 

 Use the stop strategy toward the perpetrator. 

 Ask the recipient to go with you, and leave the 
area. 

 Comfort the recipient later by saying something 
like “I’m sorry that happened. It wasn’t fair.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWJut7KQhI4&feature=player_embedded

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWJut7KQhI4&feature=player_embedded


Stopping 
Strategy

Target

 Step 1: Stop what 
you are doing, even if 
you don’t think you 
are doing anything 
wrong. 

 Step 2: Remind 
yourself “No big deal 
if I stop now.” 

 Step 3: Say “OK” to 
the person who 
asked you to stop 
and move on with 
your day. 

Observer

 Step 1: Use the stop 
strategy toward the 
perpetrator 

 Step 2: Ask the 
recipient to go with 
you, and leave the 
area. 

 Step 3: Comfort the 
recipient later by 
saying something 
like “I’m sorry that 
happened. 



Seeking 
Support 
Strategy

 If the person does not Stop
1. (If the “Stop” Phrase doesn’t work)

2. Decide whether to ignore it or seek support 

3. If you seek support, select a school adult to report 
to 

4. Approach the adult, and say “I’m having a problem 
with ______. I asked her to Stop and she 
continued” OR , “I’m not feeling safe 
because______” 

5. If the adult doesn‘t have time to help solve the 
problem right then, ask the adult when they would 
have time and make an appointment. 



Adult 
Response: 
When a 
student 
approaches 
you with a 
bully 
problem…

1. Say “Thanks for telling me” 
2. Listen empathetically. Ask if this is the 

first time; get the who/what/when/where 
3. Ask the student if he/she used the Stop 

Phrase 
4. Ask the student if the person who didn’t 

stop is likely to retaliate if confronted by 
an adult about their behavior 

5. Help the student select a course of action. 
Possibilities include: 

 Mediation 

 Administrative consequence 

 A safety plan for minimizing contact 

 Letting it go 
 “I just needed someone to listen to me” 



Lesson 
Planning

Scripted lessons
 Determine:

 Who will teach the lessons?
 How far apart the lessons will be 

taught?

 Skilled Facilitation is important
 Make the role plays realistic.  If the 

scenarios and responses are trivial or 
not congruent with how students 
interact with one another when no 
adults are present, the students will 
think the program is silly.  Be 
provocative; the students must be 
actively engaged

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtFtbaKIYyg (closing)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtFtbaKIYyg


Restorative 
Practices
Community Circles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lllaTksKtw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lllaTksKtw


The circle is a powerful 
symbol of community, 
inclusion, equality, and 
wholeness.

Within the context of 
Restorative Practices, 
circles have many uses, 
from proactive and 
preventative to restorative 
and reparative.



Types 
of 
Circles

 Community Circles (Tier 1)
 Builds community amongst peers by discussing 

topics where students are encouraged to share 
their opinions.

 Discussion Circles (Tier 1/ 2):
 Used to discuss a specific topic of concern or 

interest to a group.

 Responsive Circles (Tier 2)
 Used in response to conflict/harm

 Restorative Conferencing (Tier 3)
 Used to address immediate concerns/offenses



Community 
Circles as a 
Targeted 
Intervention

 Using Community Circles as a Targeted Intervention

 Targeted Example:  Relational Bullying





I. Introduce the Talking Piece and  Review Ground Rules
A. Significance of the Talking Piece
B. Only the person holding the Talking Piece can speak.

II. Check-in/Ice-breaker: 
Think of a time you observed or experienced bullying at school. 
A. What is one word to express how you felt?

III. Targeted Group Topic Discussion: Relational Bullying
A. A. Use the following prompts to discuss the picture:

1. What do you think is going on in this picture?
2. Why do you think the artist drew the girl so little?
3. Have you ever experienced a time when you felt this little?
4. Have you ever felt like one of the bigger girls in the picture? How did that feel?

B. Discussion Prompts (choose):
1. Identify one thing you can do to help others feel included.
2. What is one action step that you can take to reduce bullying on your campus?
3. Describe a time…(a) You said something and wished you didn’t. (b) You didn’t say 

something and wished you did.

IV. Closing:
A. Please share one word to describe your Community Circle experience

Provided by Jodie Reddinghaus



Circle 
Planning Tool


